
11 Portrayal 
 
This clause defines the rules for layers and styles to be used for portrayal of the spatial object types 
defined for this theme. Portrayal is regulated in Article 14 of the IRs. 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 14 
Portrayal 

 
1. For the portrayal of spatial data sets using a view network service as specified in Commission 

Regulation No 976/2009 (
1
), the following shall be available:  

 (a) the layers specified in Annex II for the theme or themes the data set is related to;  
 (b) for each layer at least a default portrayal style, with as a minimum an associated title and a 

unique identifier. 
 
2. For each layer, Annex II defines the following:  
 (a) a human readable title of the layer to be used for display in user interface;  
 (b) the spatial object type(s), or sub-set thereof, that constitute(s) the content of the layer. 

 
In section �, the types of layers are defined that are to be used for the portrayal of the spatial object 
types defined in this specification. A view service may offer several layers of the same type, one for 
each dataset that it offers data on a specific topic. 
 
NOTE The layer specification in the IRs only contains the name, a human readable title and the 
(subset(s) of) spatial object type(s), that constitute(s) the content of the layer. In addition, these 
Technical Guidelines suggest keywords for describing the layer. 
 

Recommendation 1 It is recommended to use the keywords specified in section � in the Layers 
Metadata parameters of the INSPIRE View service (see Annex III, Part A, 
section 2.2.4 in Commission Regulation (EC) No 976/2009). 

 
Section 11.1.1 specifies one style for each of these layers. It is proposed that INSPIRE view services 
support this style as the default style required by Article 14(1b). 
 

TG Requirement 1 For each layer specified in this section, the styles defined in section 11.1 shall 
be available. 

 
NOTE The default style should be used for portrayal by the view network service if no user-defined 
style is specified in a portrayal request for a specific layer. 
 
In section 11.2, further styles can be specified that represent examples of styles typically used in a 
thematic domain. It is recommended that also these styles should be supported by INSPIRE view 
services, where applicable. 
 

Recommendation 2 In addition, it is recommended that, where applicable, INSPIRE view 
services also support the styles defined in section 11.2. 

 
Where XML fragments are used in the following sections, the following namespace prefixes apply:  

• sld="http://www.opengis.net/sld" (WMS/SLD 1.1) 

• se="http://www.opengis.net/se" (SE 1.1) 

• ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc" (FE 1.1) 
 

                                                      
 
1
 OJ L 274, 20.10.2009, p. 9. 



11.1 Layers to be provided by INSPIRE view services 

Layer Name Layer Title Spatial object type(s)  Keywords 

NZ.RiskZone Risk Zones RiskZone Flood, forest 
fire, 
earthquake, 
landslide, etc.  
 
 

NZ.RiskZoneCoverage Risk Zones 
Coverage 

RiskZoneCoverage  

NZ. <CodeListValue>2 
Example: NZ.Landslide  

<human 
readable 
name> 
Example: 
Landslides  

HazardArea, 
HazardAreaCoverage 
(typeOfHazard: 
NaturalHazardCategoryValue)  

 

NZ. <CodeListValue>
3
 

Example: NZ.Flood  

<human 
readable 
name> 
Example: 
Floods  

ObservedEvent, 
ObservedEventCoverage 
(typeOfHazard: 
NaturalHazardCategoryValue)  

 

NZ.ExposedElement Exposed 
Elements 

ExposedElement Buildings, 
people, urban 
areas, 
hospitals, 
roads, etc. etc 

NZ.ExposedElementCoverage Exposed 
Element 
Coverage 

ExposedElementCoverage  

 
NOTE The table above contains several layers for the spatial object type(s), which can be further 
classified using a code list-valued attribute. Such sets of layers are specified as described in Article 
14(3) of the IRs. 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 14 
Portrayal 

 
(…) 
 
3. For spatial object types whose objects can be further classified using a code list-valued attribute, 

several layers may be defined. Each of these layers shall include the spatial objects 
corresponding to one specific code list value. In the definition of such sets of layers in Annexes 
II-IV, 

 (a) the placeholder <CodeListValue> shall represent the values of the relevant code list, with the 
first letter in upper case, 

 (b) the placeholder <human-readable name> shall represent the human-readable name of the 
code list values; 

 (c) the spatial object type shall include the relevant attribute and code list, in parentheses; 
 (d) one example of a layer shall be given. 

 

11.1.1 Layers organisation 
None. 

                                                      
 
2 One layer shall be made available for each code list value, in accordance with Art. 14(3).  
3
 One layer shall be made available for each code list value, in accordance with Art. 14(3).  



11.2 Styles recommended to be supported by INSPIRE view 
services  

The Natural Risk Zones Theme includes definitions of layers (see section 11.1.) that represent all 
major spatial object types (concepts) including vector and coverage forms defined in this Technical 
Guidelines. They also cover major data provider categories (Risk data providers, Natural hazard type 
providers etc.) the current practise of data provision in this domain. However since the scope of this 
data specification is very large covering several natural hazard domains (e.g. floods, forest fires, 
landslides, etc.) it is impossible to define required – mandatory styles for displaying the data for each 
domain. Figure 10 shows an example of representation schema used in France for flood risk and 
hazard mapping. It is noticeable that the figure is one example for one hazard type and for one 
country. Hence a large number of options emerge when considering all the natural hazard and country 
approaches used in Europe. The aim of this chapter is therefore provide portrayal recommendations 
for all defined Layers that should be simple and applicable and represent the best practices in the 
different natural hazard/risk domains. Nevertheless, the chapter describes, by means of examples, 
best practices followed in several natural hazard domains. 
 



 

Figure 10: Representation styles for flood risk and hazard mapping 

 
The Representation styles in Figure 10 from the Environmental Ministry of France17 (source: 
Elaboration d’une base de données géographique pour la cartographie des zones inondables / guide 
de numérisation des objets géographiques. Direction de la Prévention des pollutions et des risques, 
February, 2002).  
 
 



11.2.1 Styles for the layer NZ.RiskZone and NZ.HazardArea  
 
This chapter is applicable both for risk zones and hazard areas. The risk zones and the hazard areas 
are either polygons or grid cells in the case of coverages. Risk zones should be portrayed according to 
the values taken for the attributes “sourceOfRisk” and “levelOfRisk”. And Hazard areas according to 
“typeOfHazard” and “magnitudeOrIntensity”.  
When using a dataset that details the level of risk or magnitude of hazard over a certain area for one 
type of risk or hazard the attribute “levelOfRisk” ("magnitudeOrIntensity" in the case of hazards) has 
the information to be represented. It is either a qualitative or a quantitative concept. It is recommended 
that risk zones and hazard areas are portrayed with a classification: this requires no work when the 
level of risk or magnitude of hazard is assessed qualitatively (when the “QualitativeValue” attribute is 
completed). When the level of risk or magnitude of hazard is assessed quantitatively (when the 
“QuantitativeValue” attribute is completed), the user must set some classes depending upon a range 
of values. For this latter case, it is recommended to set no more than 5 classes. The classes should be 
portrayed using shaded tones of colours.  

11.2.2 Styles for the layer NZ.RiskZone  

Style 
Name 

NZ.RiskZone  

Style Title 
Level of Risk 

Style 
Abstract 

This style is for the representation of risk levels data as polygons or grid cells 
(coverage). The risk categories are usually represented using a colour ramp from 
clear to darker (low risk to high risk) depending on the attribute included in 
"levelOfRisk". The example below shows a coastal flood risk map from The 
Netherlands. 

Symbology Example of portrayal layer of the "sourceOfRisk" floods: coastal flood risk map 
(source: Safecoast Action 3A, Trends in Flood Risk, July 2008: 

http://www.safecoast.org/editor/databank/File/rapport_SAFECOAST_final%2017-07-
2008%281%29.pdf 

http://www.safecoast.org/cohesion/risk_assessment.php) 



Example of portrayal layer of the "sourceOfRisk" landslides (source: Lekkas, E. (2009) 
Landslide hazard and risk in geologically active areas. The case of the caldera of 
Santorini (Thera) volcano island complex (Greece). International Association for 
Engineering Geology (IAEG), 7th Asian Regional Conference for IAEG, pp. 417-423, 
Chengdu. 

http://www.elekkas.gr/attachments/226_214.pdf 



 

Symbology 
SLD 

The symbology is specified in the file: 
UserStyle_NZ_RiskZone.xml 

Minimum & 
maximum 
scales 

No scale limits 

 

11.2.3 Styles for the layer NZ.HazardArea  

Style 
Name 

NZ.HazardArea  

Style Title 
“magnitudeOrIntensity" of the type of hazard 

Style 
Abstract 

This style is for the representation of hazard levels data as polygons or grid cells 
(coverage). The hazard categories are usually represented using a colour ramp from 
clear to darker (low to high hazard) depending on the attribute included in 
"magnitudeOrIntensity". The example below shows a forest fire hazard map 
(coverage) and a flood hazard map (feature). 

Symbology Example of portrayal of layer for the "typeOfHazard" forest fire (source: European 
Forest Fire Information System: Forest danger forecast. 
http://effis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/current-situation) 



Example of portrayal of layer for the "typeOfHazard" flood: water depth and velocity 
(source: LAWA, 2010, Recommendations for the Establishment of Flood Hazard Maps 
and Flood Risk Maps. German Working Group on Water Issues of the Federal States 
and the Federal Government, Dresden) 

 

Example of portrayal of layer for the "typeOfHazard" landslide (source: Guzzetti, F. 



(2005) Landslide Hazard and Risk Assessment. PhD Thesis, Naturwissenschaftlichen 
Fakultät der Rheinischen Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität,  

University of Bonn.http://geomorphology.irpi.cnr.it/Members/fausto/ph.d.-dissertation) 

 

Symbology 

SLD 

The symbology is specified in the file: 
UserStyle_NZ_HazardArea.xml 

Minimum & 
maximum 
scales 

No scale limits  

 

11.2.4 Styles for the layer NZ.ObservedEvent - type of hazard 
This style is for the representation of observed events as polygons or grid cells (coverage). Observed 
events are usually represented using a single colour schema depending on the values taken from the 
attribute "typeOfHazard". There are different portrayal schemas depending on hazard types. Therefore 
in this section we propose generic recommendations for the portrayal of observed events. The 
example in the table below shows a Styled Layer Descriptor (SLD) Symbology for observed floods.  
 

Style Name 
NZ.ObservedEvent - type of hazard 

Style Title 
Observed Event 

Style Abstract This style is for the representation of observed events as polygons or grid cells 
(coverage). Observed events are usually represented using a single colour scheme 
depending on the "typeOfHazard". The example below shows a Styled Layer 
Descriptor (SLD) symbology for floods.  

Symbology 
SLD 

This example of symbology applies to floods feature Observed Event according to 
the scheme in Figure 10.  

The symbology is specified in the file: 

UserStyle_NZ_ObservedEvent.xml 



 

 

Minimum & 
maximum 
scales 

No scale limits  

11.2.5 Styles for the layer NZ.ExposedElement  

Style Name 
NZ.ExposedElement  

Style Title 
Exposed element 

Style Abstract This style is for the representation of exposed elements data as points, lines, 
polygons or grid cells (coverage). Exposed elements are usually represented using 
a single colour coding. The example of exposed buildings in the figure of LAWA 
(2010: Recommendations for the Establishment of Flood Hazard Maps and Flood 
Risk Maps. German Working Group on Water Issues of the Federal States and the 
Federal Government, Dresden) shows buildings exposed to floods in grey fill and 
bold blue contour line. Buildings not exposed follow the same filling without the bold 
contour line. 

 

Symbology 
SLD 

The symbology is specified in the file: 

UserStyle_NZ_ExposedElement.xml 

 

 

Minimum & 
maximum 
scales 

No scale limits  

 
 


